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Topic: Monsoon
Reading:
1. Hartmann 6.5.1
2. http://worldmonsoons.org

/where-monsoons-are-
found/

3. http://worldmonsoons.org
/why-monsoons-happen/

http://worldmonsoons.org/where-monsoons-are-found/
http://worldmonsoons.org/why-monsoons-happen/


Learning outcomes for today:
• Describe what a monsoon is and where/when they occur on Earth
• Explain the theory for why monsoons suddenly start and end
• Explain the theory for why land-ocean contrast contributes to its sudden onset



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CR7KL6KSlx4

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=CR7KL6KSlx4


http://worldmonsoons.org/why-monsoons-happen/

http://worldmonsoons.org/why-monsoons-happen/


Lindzen and Hou (1988) JAS
Figure 9



Why does the Monsoon suddenly start and end?



Why does the Monsoon suddenly start and end?

Plumb and Hou (1992, JAS)
A theory for how subtropical heating causes a sudden transition to a Hadley overturning cell

Plumb, R.A. and Hou, A.Y., 1992. The response of a 
zonally symmetric atmosphere to subtropical thermal 
forcing: Threshold behavior. Journal of the atmospheric 
sciences, 49(19), pp.1790-1799.



They use:
𝜙$ = 25%
Δ𝜙 = 15%



Weak heating (max 𝜽 = 3 K), very weak overturning

𝜓 𝑢

𝑀 𝜂 = 𝜁 + 𝑓



Threshold behavior: off-equatorial Hadley cell will form if the sub-tropical forcing is strong enough

Sub-critical forcing
Radiative-convective equilibrium 

solution is valid
No Hadley cell overturning required

Super-critical forcing
Radiative-convective equilibrium 
solution is not allowed
Angular momentum conserving (AMC) 
solution must apply instead
Strong Hadley cell overturning

(Note: a very weak Hadley 
cell still forms that is 

driven by viscous mixing)

Linearized solution
(RCE only; AMC not allowed)



What governs this threshold behavior?



𝜓 𝑢

𝑀 𝜂

Strong heating (max 𝜽 = 12.1 K) – LINEAR SOLUTION ONLY: Hadley/AMC solution is not allowed

𝜼 < 𝟎 (NH)

Equivalently: the 
flow has negative 
absolute vorticity 
(flow that 
conserves its M 
will have 𝜂 = 0). 
This is inertially 
unstable – it is 
not a valid steady 
state solution.

𝑴 increases moving 
north or south from 𝜙$.
This is impossible – there 
is no source of M in the 
free troposphere!
(Hide’s theorem)

The thermal equilibrium solution violates the laws of physics.
An angular-momentum-convserving
overturning circulation must form!



𝜓 𝑢

𝑀 𝜂

Strong heating (max 𝜽 = 12.1 K), very strong overturning

This solution is valid!
• 𝑴 now increases monotonically with latitude
• 𝜼 > 0 everywhere (NH)



What defines this threshold behavior?

If 𝜂!" < 0 anywhere: super-critical, Hadley/AMC cell must form.

(Same argument as in Held-Hou theory)



Threshold behavior: off-equatorial Hadley cell will form if the sub-tropical forcing is strong enough

HadleyThermal 
equilibrium



Why is land-ocean contrast important for the monsoon?



Why is land-ocean contrast important for the monsoon?

Privé, N.C. and Plumb, R.A., 2007. Monsoon dynamics with interactive forcing. Part I: Axisymmetric studies. Journal of the 
atmospheric sciences, 64(5), pp.1417-1430.

Monsoon Dynamics with Interactive Forcing. Part I: Axisymmetric Studies
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ABSTRACT

The applicability of axisymmetric theory of angular momentum conserving circulations to the large-scale
steady monsoon is studied in a general circulation model with idealized representations of continental
geometry and simple physics. Results from an aquaplanet setup with localized subtropical forcing are
compared with a continental case. It is found that the meridional circulation that develops is close to angular
momentum conserving for cross-equatorial circulation cells, both in the aquaplanet and in the continental
cases. The equator proves to be a substantial barrier to boundary layer meridional flow; flow into the
summer hemisphere from the winter hemisphere tends to occur in the free troposphere rather than in the
boundary layer. A theory is proposed to explain the location of the monsoon; assuming quasiequilibrium,
the poleward boundary of the monsoon circulation is collocated with the maximum in subcloud moist static
energy, with the monsoon rains occurring near and slightly equatorward of this maximum. The model
results support this theory of monsoon location, and it is found that the subcloud moist static energy
distribution is determined by a balance between surface forcing and advection by the large-scale flow.

1. Introduction

The classic view of the monsoon has been founded on
the existence of a strong contrast in heating between
the ocean and land, with the monsoon itself manifesting
as an enormous sea breeze (Halley 1686). However,
this depiction of monsoon dynamics fails to account for
some of the observed behaviors of the monsoon, in-
cluding abrupt delayed onset and the active-break
cycle, and does not consider the impact of planetary
rotation on such a large-scale flow. An alternative view
that considers the monsoon as a seasonal displacement
of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) into the
subtropics has recently gained support (e.g., Chao and
Chen 2001; Gadgil 2003). It is this latter view that is the
focus of this work.

The observed zonally averaged monsoon flow (not
shown) depicts a global meridional circulation cell with
ascent in the monsoon region, outflow that crosses
into the winter hemisphere aloft, subsidence in the win-
ter hemisphere Tropics, and cross-equatorial return
flow at low levels. Using a linear shallow-water model,

Gill (1980) found that a localized prescribed forcing in
the off-equatorial Tropics induces a cross-equatorial
circulation similar to the observed monsoon flow. How-
ever, Held and Hou (1980), Lindzen and Hou (1988),
and Plumb and Hou (1992) determined the axisymmet-
ric Hadley circulation to be fundamentally nonlinear,
and predicated upon the conservation of angular mo-
mentum in the free troposphere. The intent of this work
is to explore the validity of the nonlinear, axisymmetric
theory of the steady Hadley circulation in describing
the dynamics of the monsoon.

Held and Hou (1980) expanded upon the work of
Hide (1969) and Schneider (1977) to explain the devel-
opment of the annual mean Hadley cells using concepts
of angular momentum conservation. The predomi-
nance of a single Hadley cell in the dynamical response
to solsticial forcing was examined by Lindzen and Hou
(1988). Plumb and Hou (1992) explored the atmo-
spheric response to a localized subtropical forcing in a
dry, axisymmetric framework and found that the criti-
cal condition for the development of an angular mo-
mentum conserving (AMC) meridional circulation is
the existence of an extremum of angular momentum in
the thermal equilibrium state. Emanuel (1995) showed
that assuming a moist adiabatic lapse rate, and making
use of the Maxwell relations, the threshold may be writ-
ten as
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Privé and Plumb (2007, JAS)
A theory for how the monsoon is drawn inland over a sub-tropical continent.



Moist static energy (per unit mass):
ℎ = 𝑔𝑧 + 𝐶𝑝𝑇 + 𝐿!𝑟!

"
#$



Resulting meridional circulation and precipitation 

moist static energy 

Poleward 

Courtesy of Nikki Prive. Used with permission.
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Source: MIT OCW 12.811 Spring 2011, 
Kerry Emanuel (via Nikki Privé)

Theory: peak overturning (and precipitation) follows the maximum in boundary layer moist static energy

Contours: 𝜃

What’s special about land?
• Land has a small capacity to retain energy.
• Thus, energy input to the surface (solar) is rapidly 

transferred to the atmosphere (sensible+latent)
• Moving towards summer: solar heating rapidly 

increases = surface energy fluxes from land to air 
rapidly increases

Why does land poleward of ocean matter?
• Air rises near peak in boundary layer moist static 

energy ℎ&,!() (“quasi-equilibrium”)
• 𝒉𝒃,𝒎𝒂𝒙 shifts inland as surface heat flux is increased
• Air flowing inland from ocean has smaller ℎ& and must 

travel farther inland for surface fluxes to increase ℎ&
to ℎ&,!()



the nonlinear theory, which is based upon a steady-
state circulation, is applicable to the highly transient
monsoon. There is a delay in onset of jumping of the
circulation during the transient period which questions
the importance of the jumping behavior to the seasonal,
transient monsoon. A series of experiments with sea-
sonally varying land forcing are performed in order to
investigate the pertinence of the steady state, perpetual
summer results to the seasonal monsoon.

To retain simplicity, the ocean SST does not vary in
time and is uniformly 302 K at all latitudes. To repre-
sent seasonal variation in radiative forcing, THF0 is var-
ied sinusoidally in time from 80 W m!2 at winter sol-
stice to the maximum summer value, with period of 365
days. The summer solstice magnitude of THF0 is varied
from 125 to 150 W m!2, as in the perpetual summer
cases. Although this distribution of surface forcing is far
from realistic, it allows comparison with the previous
perpetual summer experiments. Because of the unreal-
istic choice of ocean surface temperatures, the results
are not expected to be suitable for study of the dynam-
ics of monsoon onset. The model is first spun up in a
winter solstice regime for 200 days, then the seasonal
cycle is initiated, and the model is run for five annual
periods. For all cases tested, the circulation and pre-
cipitation fields quickly adjusted to the seasonal cycle,
and there was very strong interannual consistency. The
last four years of the model run were averaged to create
a mean annual progression.

For land forcing of THF0 ! 130 W m!2, the summer
monsoon is weak, with a shallow capped meridional
circulation over the subtropical continent. Little pre-
cipitation occurs over the continent during the summer
season (Fig. 8). For stronger land forcing (THF0 " 140
W m!2), large-scale ascent and deep convection form

over the subtropical continent during the summer (Fig.
8). The precipitation maximum over the boreal tropical
ocean at first weakens during spring, then shifts pole-
ward onto the continent and intensifies during the
course of the summer. At the beginning of fall, the
continental precipitation maximum weakens abruptly,
the rainfall peak then continues to migrate poleward
during the winter until it dies out the following spring.
During early summer, the meridional circulation is lo-
cal (Fig. 9), with ascent over the subtropical continent
and subsidence over the Northern Hemisphere tropical
ocean. As the summer progresses, the circulation
strengthens and broadens, with increased cross-
equatorial flow (not shown). By the late summer, the
circulation is quite broad, and jumping behavior occurs,
as shown in Fig. 9.

The seasonal cases show that the steady-state solu-
tions are pertinent to the seasonal monsoon during late
summer only. The mean summer net surface flux be-
tween 1 June and 31 August in the seasonal case is
approximately 10 W m!2 less than the solstice THF0. In
the seasonal experiment, the THF0 ! 130 W m!2 cases
have a mean summer THF0 ! 125 W m!2 and do not
result in a monsoon, which is similar to the perpetual
summer results for THF0 " 125 W m!2. In the early
and midsummer, the steady-state solution differs con-
siderably from the seasonal monsoon. The meridional
circulation associated with the monsoon during early
summer is localized in extent, confined to the boreal
hemisphere. In mid-June, the circulation becomes cross
equatorial and begins to fold over the contours of ab-
solute angular momentum in the upper troposphere.
The jumping behavior, which is a major feature of the
steady-state solutions, is not observed until mid-July in
the seasonal cases.

FIG. 8. Hovmoeller diagram of precipitation for seasonal cases, with contour interval of 2.0 mm day!1. (left)
Maximum summer land forcing THF0 # 130 W m!2; (right) maximum summer land forcing THF0 # 150 W m!2.
Day zero occurs at winter solstice; data are averaged over 4 yr of model integration.
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Monsoon!
with sudden 
onset/end, too.

Weaker land surface heat fluxes Stronger land surface heat fluxes

“Land”“Land”Ocean surface Ocean surface



tion peak occurring at or equatorward of this point.
This correspondence between moist static energy and
the monsoon location is found to hold in all of the
modeled cases with a continent. However, in some of
the aquaplanet cases, the ascent branch of the circula-
tion is not closely AMC due to numerical filtering of
the zonal wind by the Shapiro filter; in these cases the
maximum subcloud hb is located slightly equatorward
of the boundary of the meridional circulation.

What, then, determines the subcloud moist static en-
ergy distribution? In radiative convective equilibrium
with this model setup, the subcloud moist static energy
profile follows that of the prescribed continental net
surface heat flux [THF(! )], although the actual value
of hb is constrained by moisture availability. In radia-
tive convective equilibrium, the greatest subcloud moist
static energy occurs where the net surface fluxes are
largest, over the coastal continent. Once the meridional
circulation develops, the low-level flow carries air from
the oceans, which has lower subcloud moist static en-
ergy, over the coastal regions, locally reducing the
moist static energy so that the maximum energy is lo-
cated inland (Fig. 11). As the forcing is increased, the
circulation also intensifies, with a greater flux of low
moist static energy air being carried onto the continent
which must be heated by the surface forcing to bring it
to the radiative convective equilibrium (RCE) energy
state. The inflowing air must travel further over the
landmass while being heated from the surface to reach
the maximum subcloud moist static energy. The steady
solution is formed by a balance between the various
tendencies of subcloud moist static energy.

6. Discussion

The monsoon is considered here as a seasonal relo-
cation of the ITCZ onto a subtropical landmass, and as

such, the dynamics of the Hadley circulation are fun-
damental to the monsoon. The dynamics of the steady
Hadley circulation have been explored in a series of
analytic studies by Held and Hou (1980), Lindzen and
Hou (1988), Plumb and Hou (1992), and Emanuel
(1995). However, the simple analytic theory does not
consider the effects of a subtropical landmass, which
forces the atmosphere differently from an aquaplanet
or simple applied forcing, and does not account for
onset or transient behavior.

The axisymmetric theory is extended to predict the
extent of the meridional circulation and the location of
the monsoon. The location of the deep ascent branch of
an AMC circulation is found to be strongly tied to the
distribution of subcloud moist static energy. Given a
local maximum of subcloud moist static energy, the
poleward boundary of the meridional circulation will be
collocated with the maximum hb, and the large-scale
ascent and precipitation will occur near and slightly
equatorward of the maximum. Because the circulation
itself interacts strongly with the subcloud moist static
energy distribution, this theory is diagnostic rather than
prognostic. However, the effect of various mechanisms
upon the extent of the steady monsoon may be reduced
to a determination of their impact upon the subcloud
moist static energy. For example, orography can affect
the subcloud moist static energy. Molnar and Emanuel
(1999) have shown that the radiative-convective equi-
librium surface air temperature decreases at a rate of
approximately 2 K km" 1 as the surface is raised, which
is less steep of a decline than the moist adiabatic lapse
rate. Assuming a moist adiabatic lapse rate, the satura-
tion entropy will be greater over an elevated surface
than over a lower surface receiving the same incoming
radiation, and the subcloud moist static energy will also
be greater.

How well do the modeled circulations conform to the
theorized requirement of collocation of the circulation
boundary with the maximum of subcloud moist static
energy? The cases with subtropical continent uphold
the theory quite well: the poleward boundary of the
meridional circulation is collocated with the maximum
subcloud moist static energy, and the monsoon precipi-
tation occurs slightly equatorward of this maximum.
The theory holds reasonably well for the aquaplanet
cases, but there are a few examples in which the bound-
ary of the circulation occurs poleward of the subcloud
moist static energy maximum, and the ascending
branch of the circulation has westerly shear with height.
In these cases, the numerical filters break down angular
momentum conservation in the ascent branch of the
circulation, allowing vertical shear to develop.

The role of the land surface in forcing the monsoon

FIG. 11. Schematic diagram of subcloud moist static energy.
Dashed line shows radiative convective equilibrium hb; solid line
shows hb in the presence of a large-scale circulation. As the sur-
face forcing is increased, the radiative–convective equilibrium hb

also increases over the land, but not over the adjacent ocean.
Poleward-flowing air from the ocean requires greater heating to
reach the RCE equilibrium hb, and the hb maximum shifts inland.
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Why is land-ocean contrast important for the monsoon?

Weaker heat flux from 
surface to atmosphere

Stronger heat flux from 
surface to atmosphere

Resulting meridional circulation and precipitation 

moist static energy 

Poleward 

Courtesy of Nikki Prive. Used with permission.
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tion peak occurring at or equatorward of this point.
This correspondence between moist static energy and
the monsoon location is found to hold in all of the
modeled cases with a continent. However, in some of
the aquaplanet cases, the ascent branch of the circula-
tion is not closely AMC due to numerical filtering of
the zonal wind by the Shapiro filter; in these cases the
maximum subcloud hb is located slightly equatorward
of the boundary of the meridional circulation.

What, then, determines the subcloud moist static en-
ergy distribution? In radiative convective equilibrium
with this model setup, the subcloud moist static energy
profile follows that of the prescribed continental net
surface heat flux [THF(! )], although the actual value
of hb is constrained by moisture availability. In radia-
tive convective equilibrium, the greatest subcloud moist
static energy occurs where the net surface fluxes are
largest, over the coastal continent. Once the meridional
circulation develops, the low-level flow carries air from
the oceans, which has lower subcloud moist static en-
ergy, over the coastal regions, locally reducing the
moist static energy so that the maximum energy is lo-
cated inland (Fig. 11). As the forcing is increased, the
circulation also intensifies, with a greater flux of low
moist static energy air being carried onto the continent
which must be heated by the surface forcing to bring it
to the radiative convective equilibrium (RCE) energy
state. The inflowing air must travel further over the
landmass while being heated from the surface to reach
the maximum subcloud moist static energy. The steady
solution is formed by a balance between the various
tendencies of subcloud moist static energy.

6. Discussion

The monsoon is considered here as a seasonal relo-
cation of the ITCZ onto a subtropical landmass, and as

such, the dynamics of the Hadley circulation are fun-
damental to the monsoon. The dynamics of the steady
Hadley circulation have been explored in a series of
analytic studies by Held and Hou (1980), Lindzen and
Hou (1988), Plumb and Hou (1992), and Emanuel
(1995). However, the simple analytic theory does not
consider the effects of a subtropical landmass, which
forces the atmosphere differently from an aquaplanet
or simple applied forcing, and does not account for
onset or transient behavior.

The axisymmetric theory is extended to predict the
extent of the meridional circulation and the location of
the monsoon. The location of the deep ascent branch of
an AMC circulation is found to be strongly tied to the
distribution of subcloud moist static energy. Given a
local maximum of subcloud moist static energy, the
poleward boundary of the meridional circulation will be
collocated with the maximum hb, and the large-scale
ascent and precipitation will occur near and slightly
equatorward of the maximum. Because the circulation
itself interacts strongly with the subcloud moist static
energy distribution, this theory is diagnostic rather than
prognostic. However, the effect of various mechanisms
upon the extent of the steady monsoon may be reduced
to a determination of their impact upon the subcloud
moist static energy. For example, orography can affect
the subcloud moist static energy. Molnar and Emanuel
(1999) have shown that the radiative-convective equi-
librium surface air temperature decreases at a rate of
approximately 2 K km" 1 as the surface is raised, which
is less steep of a decline than the moist adiabatic lapse
rate. Assuming a moist adiabatic lapse rate, the satura-
tion entropy will be greater over an elevated surface
than over a lower surface receiving the same incoming
radiation, and the subcloud moist static energy will also
be greater.

How well do the modeled circulations conform to the
theorized requirement of collocation of the circulation
boundary with the maximum of subcloud moist static
energy? The cases with subtropical continent uphold
the theory quite well: the poleward boundary of the
meridional circulation is collocated with the maximum
subcloud moist static energy, and the monsoon precipi-
tation occurs slightly equatorward of this maximum.
The theory holds reasonably well for the aquaplanet
cases, but there are a few examples in which the bound-
ary of the circulation occurs poleward of the subcloud
moist static energy maximum, and the ascending
branch of the circulation has westerly shear with height.
In these cases, the numerical filters break down angular
momentum conservation in the ascent branch of the
circulation, allowing vertical shear to develop.

The role of the land surface in forcing the monsoon

FIG. 11. Schematic diagram of subcloud moist static energy.
Dashed line shows radiative convective equilibrium hb; solid line
shows hb in the presence of a large-scale circulation. As the sur-
face forcing is increased, the radiative–convective equilibrium hb

also increases over the land, but not over the adjacent ocean.
Poleward-flowing air from the ocean requires greater heating to
reach the RCE equilibrium hb, and the hb maximum shifts inland.
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Topography is also important for insulating the monsoon region from cold/dry air

Weaker heat flux from 
surface to atmosphere

Stronger heat flux from 
surface to atmosphere

Resulting meridional circulation and precipitation 

moist static energy 

Poleward 

Courtesy of Nikki Prive. Used with permission.
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Cold, dry high-latitude air
(low hb)

Topography “insulates” the warm moist monsoonal 
air – i.e. it prevents it from mixing with cold+dry air. 
This flux of low-hb air would offset the enhanced 
surfaces that brings the monsoon inland.

Equatorward 
advection of low hb



Topography is also important for insulating the monsoon region from cold/dry air

geographic feature. In current observations, peak upper-tropospheric
temperatures are centred at a similar location over the Indochina
peninsula before the onset of the Indian summermonsoon21, suggesting
that this monsoon is largely absent in the model without elevated topo-
graphy. Precipitationmaxima and low-level westerly winds are strongly
reduced and shifted towards the Equator compared to the control run,
with the Himalayan precipitation maximum entirely eliminated. These
precipitation changes are similar to those seen in other model studies
where elevated topography was eliminated8,11.

The two integrations just discussed show that topography produces
a strong South Asian summer monsoon, but they do not distinguish
between the effects of the Tibetan plateau and other topographic
features. Thus, we also performed an integration in which the bulk
of the plateau was removed but all other orography was unchanged,
including mountain ranges west and south of the plateau (Fig. 3c
shows topographic contours). In this run, subcloud entropies south
of the Himalayas had a distribution similar to that in the control run,
even though entropies were considerably lower in the region formerly
occupied by theTibetan plateau. This suggests that although subcloud

entropies do increase with surface elevation, consistent with previous
studies22, this effect is not strong enough tomake theplateau the site of
a global entropymaximum. Peak upper-tropospheric temperatures in
this run are displaced slightly southwest of their position in the control
run, but they still lie over northern India and have an amplitude near
that in the control run. The precipitation distribution is similar to that
in the control run, except for a reduction in rainfall over the southern
Himalayas and East Asia. The horizontally extensive Tibetan plateau
thus enhances upper-level temperatures and rainfall locally along
the southern and eastern edges of the plateau in this model, but
otherwise has a minor effect on precipitation, low-level wind, and
the thermodynamic structure of the large-scale SouthAsianmonsoon.
It similarly has a minor effect on maxima in the free-tropospheric
vertical velocity field (Supplementary Information).

These results are consistent with the hypothesis that mountains
south and west of the plateau produce a strong monsoon by insulat-
ing the thermal maximum over India from the extratropics, but we
have not yet tested the effect of plateau heating while controlling for
the mechanical effects of orography. To assess the importance of
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Figure 3 | Thermodynamic structure, precipitation and wind from the atmospheric model. All panels are for June–August and as in Fig. 1 but for the model
run with a, standard topography, b, no elevated topography, and c, surface elevations north of the Himalayas set to zero.
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Kuang, Z., 2010. 
Dominant control of 
the South Asian 
monsoon by 
orographic insulation 
versus plateau 
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7278), pp.218-222.

Himalayan plateau
(black contours)
Monsoon!

Himalayan plateau
removed
Inland hb reduced (sub-critical)
No monsoon!

Only southern “wall” of 
Himalayas retained
Monsoon again!

Boos and Kuang
(2010, Nature)



Now go to Blackboard to answer a few 
questions about this topic!


